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Title of Invention 

Vision-touch Braille-phone and Braille overlay stick-on marker 

 

Field of Invention 

The present invention relates to cell phone for blind and 5 

visually-impaired individuals. More particularly, the invention 

relates to a Braille overlay stick-on marker for use with 

wireless touch-screen cell phone. 

 

Background of the Invention  10 

The technology of mobile phones had progressed tremendously in 

recent years. However, for the visually impaired and the blind, 

they are still stuck with the old models with the conventional 

physical keypads.   

There are hundreds of millions of blind and visually-impaired 15 

individuals living in the world. Most conventional landline 

phones and mobile phones include telephone designs having the 

phone keypad with standard visual forms of symbols on each 

individual number key (a number and/or letters) to assist the 

user in dialing a telephone number. It is important that these 20 

blind and visually-impaired persons have the same and equal 

opportunities for accessing the same facilities and services as 

the rest of the world's population. Wireless mobile phones and 
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landline telephones need keypads having, Braille thereon in 

order to provide these blind and visually-impaired persons with 

a convenient way for accessing wireless communication services, 

such that a Braille keypad would help blind individuals in 

speaking with their friends and family; in placing service 5 

orders and buying products and services; as well as getting help 

in emergency situations. There are some Braille-aware wireless 

phones that use and provide embossed and/or raised dots arranged 

on each number key and special function keys. Such Braille 

keypads are costly and not readily or commercially available as 10 

standard items for most phones. Also, cell phone faceplates are 

well-known in the art to change the codes or design of an 

individual standard cell phone, but these faceplates do not 

change the appearance of the standard cell phone keypad. 

 15 

The new smartphone with touchscreen are not a user friendly 

device to them. For social obligation purposes, some phone 

manufacturers designed some phones with special keypads and also 

floatable screens. However, products like these are often very 

sophisticate and expensive and not affordable to this community 20 

who are mostly from the low income group.  
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There remains a need for a Braille overlay member for standard 

cell phones in order to provide blind and visually-impaired 

individuals with a convenient way for accessing wireless 

communications. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 5 

Accordingly, the present invention provides a braille overlay 

stick-on marker for use with a wireless touch screen cell phone 

for a blind or visually-impaired user. The marker comprising a 

braille embossed section including a plurality of number keys in 

braille code, a back surface having an adhesive layer to stick 10 

to a screen of the touch screen cell phone and a plurality of 

punctured holes marking the position of a touch screen cell-

phone buttons. 

 

In an embodiment, the present invention provides a vision touch 15 

Braille phone for a blind or visually-impaired user. The phone 

comprises a braille overlay stick-on marker including a braille 

embossed section with a plurality of number keys in braille 

code, a back surface having an adhesive layer to stick to a 

screen of the touch screen cell phone, a plurality of punctured 20 

holes marking the position of a touch screen cell-phone buttons 

and an interface module embedded in the cell phone for 

controlling operation of the stick-on marker and the cell phone 
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keypad in coordination to enable operating the vision touch 

Braille touch-phone by the visually impaired. 

 

In an embodiment, the present invention provides a method for 

operating a vision touch Braille phone. The method comprises the 5 

steps of pressing an interactive voice response button on the 

phone to initiate a sms or a call, following commands issued by 

an internal phone system; and pressing a Braille stick-on marker 

keypad button based on the commands issued by the phone system 

for operating the vision touch Braille phone. 10 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other objects, features, and advantages of the invention will be 

apparent from the following description when read with reference 

to the accompanying drawings.  15 

 

Fig. 1a shows a Braille overlay stick-on marker to be placed on 

a vision touch braille phone in accordance with an embodiment of 

the present invention. 

 20 

Fig. 1b shows a method for operating a vision touch Braille 

phone in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention will now be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying in drawings.  

 

Various embodiments of the present invention provide a Braille 5 

overlay stick-on marker, a vision touch Braille phone and a 

method of operating the same. 

 

In an embodiment, the present invention provides a braille 

overlay stick-on marker for use with a wireless touch screen 10 

cell phone for a blind or visually-impaired user. The marker 

comprising a braille embossed section including a plurality of 

number keys in braille code, a back surface having an adhesive 

layer to stick to a screen of the touch screen cell phone and 

a plurality of punctured holes marking the position of a touch 15 

screen cell-phone buttons. 

 

Referring to Fig. 1a, the present invention provides the Braille 

stick-on marker 110 to be placed on the vision touch Braille 

phone 120 and a method 100 of operating the Braille stick-on 20 

marker. The stick-on marker 110 includes a plurality of number 

keys in Braille code 130. 
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In an embodiment, the Braille overlay member is made from a 

flexible plastic material such as polyvinyl acetate. 

In an embodiment, the adhesive layer is selected from the group 

consisting of double-sided adhesive tape, spray-on adhesive and 

contact adhesive. 5 

 

In an embodiment, the present invention provides a vision touch 

Braille phone for a blind or visually-impaired user. The phone 

comprises a braille overlay stick-on marker including a braille 

embossed section with a plurality of number keys in braille 10 

code, a back surface having an adhesive layer to stick to a 

screen of the touch screen cell phone, a plurality of punctured 

holes marking the position of a touch screen cell-phone buttons 

and an interface module embedded in the cell phone for 

controlling operation of the stick-on marker and the cell phone 15 

keypad in coordination to enable operating the vision touch 

Braille touch-phone by the visually impaired. 

 

In an embodiment of the present invention the Braille overlay 

card is made from a flexible and light-weight metal material 20 

such as titanium or aluminum. 
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In an embodiment, the adhesive layer is selected from the group 

consisting of double-sided adhesive tape, spray-on adhesive- and 

contact adhesive. 

In an embodiment of the present invention, instead of having a 

26 characters QWERTY layout, the Vision-touch’s keypad adopt a 5 

Braille system of having only 6 buttons to compose alphabets to 

form the words as desired by the users. 

 

In an embodiment, the present invention provides a method 100 

for operating a vision touch Braille phone as shown in Fig. 1b. 10 

The method comprises the steps of S102 pressing an interactive 

voice response button on the phone to initiate a sms or a call, 

S104 following commands issued by an internal phone system; and 

S106 pressing a Braille stick-on marker keypad button based on 

the commands issued by the phone system for operating the vision 15 

touch Braille phone. 

 

The invention comprise of an apps or software which bring out 

the digital keypad on the touch-screen of the phone. It also has 

the other buttons which are necessary for controlling other 20 

functions such as ‘menu / send / next / space’ and others. 
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To enable the blind users to locate the position of these 

buttons on the relatively smooth surface of the touchscreen, a 

film material was pasted on the screen which will enable the 

blind users to feel and locate the position of the buttons. 

 5 

A blind user who is familiar with the Braille system will be 

able to compose the letterings with the help of the markers on 

the keypad. When a message is received, the program can be set 

to read it out to the receiver.  

 10 

Various features and commands can be incorporated into the 

system such as sending out their GPS location when they are lost 

or in need of help. As the user can now locate the keypad button 

by ‘feel by touch’, he will be able to control many applications 

such as music box, radio and others in the smartphone. 15 

 

The flow of use-ability or usage sample are as follow: 

to start sms or call, press IVR(interactive voice response) 

button, then the system will tell press 1 to sms, press 2 to 

call. 20 

if press on 1 to sms. 

to key in i 

i is button 2 and button 4 (you have to understand the braille 

consists of 6 button, here we make 1 to 6 as the braille) 
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so i is 2 and 4 based on the braille, then to continue the next 

input, we have to press 7 which is made for "next" 

then space is 0, to confirm the spance and go for next input, 

need to press 7 again. then you can read into the attached 

picture again to understand more words. 5 

 

The invention includes features like getting today's date and 

time, sos geo-location alert to emergency contact, create speed-

contact for easy sms or call etc. 

 10 

Although the present invention has been described with reference 

to the preferred embodiments and examples thereof, it is 

apparent to those skilled in the art that a variety of 

modifications and changes may be made without departing from the 

scope of the present invention which is intended to be defined 15 

by the appended claims. 

 

 

 

  20 
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Claims: 

 

1.  A braille overlay stick-on marker for use with a wireless 

touch screen cell phone for a blind or visually-impaired user, 

comprising: 5 

a braille embossed section including a plurality of number 

keys in braille code; 

a back surface having an adhesive layer to stick to a screen 

of the touch screen cell phone; and 

a plurality of punctured holes marking the position of a touch 10 

screen cell-phone buttons. 

 

2. The Braille overlay stick-on marker in accordance with claim 

1, wherein said Braille overlay member is made from a flexible 

plastic material such as polyvinyl acetate. 15 

 

3. The Braille overlay stick-on marker in accordance with claim 

1, wherein said adhesive layer is selected from the group 

consisting of double-sided adhesive tape, spray-on adhesive and 

contact adhesive. 20 
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4. A vision touch Braille phone for a blind or visually-impaired 

user, comprising: 

a) a braille overlay stick-on marker including: 

a braille embossed section with a plurality of number keys in 

braille code; 5 

a back surface having an adhesive layer to stick to a screen 

of the touch screen cell phone; 

a plurality of punctured holes marking the position of a touch 

screen cell-phone buttons; 

and 10 

b) an interface module embedded in the cell phone for 

controlling operation of the stick-on marker and the cell phone 

keypad in coordination to enable operating the vision touch 

Braille touch-phone by the visually impaired. 

 15 

5. The vision touch Braille phone in accordance with claim 4, 

wherein said Braille overlay card is made from a flexible and 

light-weight metal material such as titanium or aluminum. 

 

6. The vision touch Braille phone in accordance with claim 4, 20 

wherein said adhesive layer is selected from the group 
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consisting of double-sided adhesive tape, spray-on adhesive- and 

contact adhesive. 

 

7. The vision Braille phone in accordance with claim 4, wherein 

instead of having the 26 characters QWERTY layout, the Vision-5 

touch’s keypad adopt a Braille system of having only 6 buttons 

to compose alphabets to form the words as desired by the users. 

 

8. A method for operating a vision touch Braille phone 

comprising the steps of: 10 

pressing an interactive voice response button on the phone to 

initiate an sms or a call; 

following commands issued by an internal phone system; 

and  

pressing a Braille stick-on marker keypad button based on the 15 

commands issued by the phone system for operating the vision 

touch Braille phone. 

 

 

 20 
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ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides a Braille overlay stick-on 

marker, a vision touch Braille phone and a method of operating 

the same. 

Ref Fig. 1a 5 
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Fig. 1a 
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pressing an interactive voice response button

on the phone to initiate a sms or a call

 S104 following commands issued by an internal

phone system

pressing a Braille stick-on marker keypad

button based on the commands issued by the

phone system for operating the vision touch

Braille phone.
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Fig. 1b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


